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Note from editor: The following is the report and newest recommendations from the AAPM Council on Ethics, which are now included in the “AAPM Ethics Charter.” All comments are welcome.

The American Academy of Pain Medicine (AAPM) endorses the World Health Organization declaration that pain relief is a human right. The Academy advocates strongly for access to high-quality pain care for all persons, seeking to overcome any and all inequities that exist. The AAPM embraces the American Medical Association’s statement on disparities, affirming that “disparities in medical care based on immutable characteristics such as race must be avoided. Whether such disparities in health care are caused by treatment decisions, differences in income and education, sociocultural factors, or failures by the medical profession, they are unjustifiable and must be eliminated. Physicians should examine their own practices to ensure that racial prejudice does not affect clinical judgment in medical care” [1]. While federal agencies have paid increasing attention to health care disparities in recent years [2], the reality today is that there has been little impetus or effort among agencies of influence to promote, no less uphold, an acceptable standard of pain care among all groups of patients.

There continue to be major disparities based on patient sociodemographic factors (e.g., race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status [SES], age, gender) for all types of pain (i.e., nociceptive and neuropathic pain) and across all settings (i.e., inpatient and outpatient settings) [3]. Overall, minorities report significantly more psychological and physical morbidity (e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder and disability) than non-Hispanic whites across the age continuum [4,5]. Respondents of an American Pain Society (APS) and AAPM survey on ethical concerns in pain care identified pain management at the end of life and the general under-treatment of pain (particularly in the elderly and children) as the major ethical dilemmas confronting the practice of pain [6]. Neither racial nor ethnic disparities in pain care were identified as a concern. Although “lack of patient access to pain services” was identified as the sixth most significant ethical dilemma in pain, the qualitative comments referred to lack of 24-hour coverage and lack of certified practitioners rather than insufficient access due to race, ethnicity, or SES.

Several ethical and health care policy considerations must be addressed to optimize pain assessment and treatment for those at particular risk for substandard pain care [7]. There are many predictors of pain care disparities: SES, race and ethnicity, language, geography, extremes of age, gender differences, health literacy, specific types of pain-related conditions (e.g., HIV/AIDS), specific comorbidities (e.g., substance use disorders), and others. The AAPM ethics charter identifies many of these, but this document will focus on those that affect people most commonly: race and ethnicity, SES, and geographic location.

Socioeconomic Disparities

Access to health care is strongly influenced by financial status [7]. Research suggests that pain medicine physicians give preferential treatment to more profitable patients [7]. The principle of distributive justice would dictate that all patients under similar clinical circumstances would receive equal access to all necessary and indicated treat-
ment modalities. Prevailing economic forces coupled with insensible and even discriminatory policies within our health care system proscribe against fair treatment for many patients in pain. Low SES is broadly associated with poor access to care, fewer community health care resources, and higher overall morbidity and mortality rates [8–10]. Overall, minority persons are much more likely to be poor than non-Hispanic whites. Health insurance has allowed improved access and health but 15% of U.S. non-Hispanic whites are uninsured compared with 18% of Asians and Pacific Islanders, 20% of African Americans, and 32% of Hispanics [11]. Minority persons without insurance are half as likely to have a regular physician when compared with insured African Americans limiting their access to specialty care such as pain medicine [12].

**Recommendation**

As pain is a universal experience, with substantial health impact, all physicians should support efforts to ensure access to high-quality pain care for all, without regard to patients’ financial means. Advocating for reforms in public policy to remove barriers to access to care through the provision of some form of health care coverage (insurance or its equivalent) for all persons is an ethical imperative. Successful implementation of such policy reform will lessen health disparities in general and disparities in pain care in particular.

**Geographic Disparities**

It has been well demonstrated that a person’s place of residence strongly influences access to health-related services [13]. Overall, locations with relatively poor health care resources, especially for specialist-level pain care, tend to correlate with percentage of minority inhabitants, although there is substantial variation in racial and ethnic disparities across geographic lines. Perhaps the only consistent pattern is that pain specialists tend to practice in urban areas. There is an insufficient number of pain specialists overall, requiring that primary care physicians provide care even for patients with complex pain management needs, particularly in rural settings.

Although pain complaints are one of the most common reasons that people seek medical care, studies consistently report that physicians receive very little education specifically directed at managing pain. Patients requiring specialized pain care may need to travel long distances for evaluation and treatment. In addition, the availability of essential medications required for the treatment of pain varies geographically, even within metropolitan areas and across a state [14,15]. Pharmacies located in minority and low-income neighborhoods are less likely to carry opioid analgesics than those in nonminority neighborhoods. Reluctance to prescribe and decreased ability to obtain pain medications complicate appropriate pain management for racial and ethnic minority persons and impairs their overall health and well-being.

**Recommendations**

1. Pain medicine physicians in concert with pain management advocacy groups should identify regional variations in the quality and availability of pain care and promote the development of training programs and public policy initiatives to fill the need of underserved areas.
2. Pain medicine physicians must work in concert with pain management advocacy groups and regulatory agencies to eliminate barriers both to prescribing and to obtaining indicated analgesics.
3. Pain medicine physicians must advocate for and help organize improved pain management education to primary care physicians and other health care professionals practicing in areas with limited access to specialized pain care.

**Racial and Ethnic Disparities**

The bioethical principle of “justice” is severely strained when there are racial and ethnic disparities in treating individuals with pain. A recent Institute of Medicine (IOM) report identified consistent and overwhelming racial and ethnic disparities in health and health care for a wide variety of illness and health care services but only briefly addressed pain care [16]. The IOM clearly documented the disparities in providing pain care for acute pain problems in the emergency room and for cancer pain. More recent reviews further document racial and ethnic differences in a variety of settings (e.g., emergency departments, inpatient, and nursing homes) and conditions (e.g., nociceptive, neuropathic, and experimental pain) [4,5].

These reports conclude that racial and ethnic minorities are at risk for poor pain assessment compared with non-Hispanic whites. The pain complaints of racial and ethnic minorities, the elderly, and women often are handled less
aggressively by physicians than those of non-Hispanic white men. Minority persons often report increased pain and pain-related sequelae while being at increased risk for undertreatment. These differences in pain assessment and treatment by physicians are based on patients' demographic characteristics regardless of type or cause of pain.

Studies in the emergency department found a twofold increase in the amount of analgesics administered to white patients with acute pain due to long bone fractures compared with comparably injured racial minorities. Differences were not accounted for by other patient sociodemographic, substance use, or medical characteristics [3]. In another study using black and white actors presenting with acute chest pain, women, and minorities received inferior pain care. A survey of 13,625 elderly nursing home residents with cancer pain showed that blacks were less likely to have their pain assessed and were 63% more likely than whites not to receive any pain medications [17]. Additionally, minorities carry a higher disease burden than non-Hispanic whites, adding to the diminished physical, social, and emotional health imposed by persistent pain. Recent work reveals that there are generational differences in pain reports and pain-related sequelae among blacks, with younger patients reporting more distress than their older counterparts. The cultural reasons for this are not completely clear but over time, this has significant implications for an increasingly aging society.

In addition, minority patients are prescribed less potent analgesics and are significantly undertreated using World Health Organization pain management guidelines. African Americans were significantly less likely to receive a prescription for a cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor than Caucasians [18]. Emanuel [19] has noted that even in end-of-life care, services such as hospice are more available for the “well-heeled white sectors of society than others.” The Worker’s Compensation literature provides additional evidence for disparate pain care with racial and ethnic minorities receiving less treatment and lower disability ratings while being twice as likely to be disabled 6 months following occupational back injuries.

**Recommendation**
Ongoing research and monitoring of disparities related to ethnic or racial background are required in order to inform public policies that can remedi inequities in pain care. Pain medicine physicians have an ethical obligation to advocate for research funding and policy changes to eliminate disparities and optimize pain care among all patients.

**Access to Pain Care**
Racial and ethnic minorities have less access to primary care, resulting in fewer referrals to pain management specialists and they are at increased risk of having their pain complaints discounted and undertreated. Many minority patients with pain complaints believe that they should have been referred to specialty pain care sooner, feel that ethnicity influenced pain care, and reported that persistent pain is a major financial burden more so than whites.

Racial and ethnic disparities in pain care may result from patient- and clinician-level factors. Minority patients are more likely to refuse recommended therapies, adhere poorly to treatment regimens, and delay seeking medical care [20,21]. These behaviors are the consequence of patients’ mistrust in physicians (lack of identification with and empathy from mostly white practitioners), past negative experiences with the health care system, and limited health literacy [22]. Physician sources of racial and ethnic disparities may result from bias or prejudice, stereotyping, poor cross-cultural communication skills (“cultural competency”), and greater clinical uncertainty when treating minority patients [23,24]. Physician–patient congruence has been shown to improve compliance. However, physicians from racially and ethnically diverse backgrounds are under-represented in medicine.

**Recommendations**
1. Pain medicine physicians should provide culturally competent care to reduce the potential for miscommunication, stigma, and stereotyping. This can be accomplished through a commitment to ongoing continuing education programs that focus on cross-cultural competence.
2. Pain medicine physicians should advocate for cultural competence education and training programs at their professional conferences.
3. Pain medicine physicians should become involved in undergraduate and postgraduate education opportunities to engage and inspire minority students to pursue careers in pain medicine.
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